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To Enter,
It's simple. It's easy.
I think you can do it.
Just open the door
and walk right through it.

. as passion waits the quietness
and winds await the air
to cast a helpless tired leaf
and force the plant to bare.

Renita Vandermeulen

rising with reluctancy
and tossed about the lawn
one awaits the morning
the other waits the dawn
Christopher Atwood

November
quiet the afternoon.
.
the last of leaves were flung down
days ago, and the trees
raise ungloved fingers to the sky.
no breeze can rustle them now;
they stand unmoved
not autumn-restless
but winter-quiet.'
quiet the trees.
quiet the year.
Kate Solms
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Fantasy
A silent star
winked up high
and the snowman smiled
as the sphinx slid by.
Renita Vandermeulen

Vin and the Jihtey

l

The Galvin's had gotten up from Sunday dinner.
Mrs. Galvin and her daughter Laura carried the
dishes from the diningroom table into the kitchen .
Mrs. Galvin washed ; Laura dried.
Mr. Galvin retired to the living room to read his
paper. He hung his suit jacket in the front closet. He
pulled the footstool up to his chair, then slipped off
his shoes and placed them to the left of the footstool. He sat down, undid his tie and took off his
collar. He put the tie, collar and studs on the table
to the right of the chair. He sat back and put his feet
up and took the paper from the table.
He turned to the business section. He read the
Financial Forecast and studied the stock reports. On
the next page "The Automotive Success of Ransom
E. Olds" caught his eye. As he expected the article
was about the development of the Curved Dash
Oldsmobile Runabout. He read it with great interest,
having recently purchased a new 1902 model of that
same automobile. The heavy meal and the warmth
of the living room overcame his interest, however,
and he dozed off just as Roy D. Chapin pulled into
Rochester, New York, on the evening of the third
day of his historic 1901 drive from Detroit to New
York City.
Vincent Galvin ran from the dining room, through
the kitchen and out the back door as soon as he was
excused from the table. He had learned in his ten
years the importance of prompt retreat. Had he
hesitated even a moment he would have been
trapped in his father's suggestion that he help his
mother and sister with the dishes.
There were few things Vin ·disliked more than
doing the dishes. He thought that it was silly: no ·
sooner were the dishes clean than they were dirty
again. It would be better, he thought, to either stop
dirtying them or stop cleaning them. And it was the
cleaning part that that kept him from Sunday afterdinners in the living room, reading the funnies on
the floor.
Vin walked back toward the stable. It was the
best place. The building stood about 75 yards from
the back door of the house, just far enough so that
he could not hear his mother if she called. It wasn't
likely that she would come out to fetch him.
He could not remember a Sunday afternoon that
he had not gone to the stable, except at Christmas
when they went visiting, and in the summer when
.they sometimes went on picnics and the times he
hadn't been quick enough and had to help with the
dishes.
For several years they had kept a horse and Vin

would filch an apple before dinner and hold it
between his knees all through the meal, so that it
was near at hand when he made his run from the
house. He would break it in half, and then in
quarters, and feed it to the horse a quarter at a time.
He always talked to the horse and stroked its neck
as he fed it.
Vin was not allowed to dirty his good clothes on
Sunday and he had always been careful to stay clean
on his visits to the stable. He would emerge in the
late afternoon without a speck or a hair on him,
smelling like the horse.
Now the stable was empty. The last of a line of
horses had been sold several weeks before. Mr. Galvin didn't like horses, and he didn't understand
them. He had never been able to find one that drove
to suit his tastes. He had never really been sure they
needed a horse; as a boy his family had simply let a
carriage when it was called for. Besides that, the
horse was inefficient: it had to be maintained
twenty-four hours a day, though it was used only a
few.
The wall that had separated the stall and the
carriage berth had been knocked down. The hay and
straw that had covered the floor had been cleared
away and the floor had been retimbered with new
pine boards. The scent of them covered the last odor
of manure and hay.
Mr. Galvin had purchased an auto. He had begun
the transaction several weeks earlier. For a number
of months he had been considering the possibility of
replacing the horse with an automobile. He soon
discovered that the great majority of those machines
available were far beyond his means.
The Oldsmobile was the exception. He himself
would have never known about the Curved Dash had ·
it not been for 1901 Detroit to New York drive. But
the announcements had been in the paper of when
and where the automobile would stop for the night.
Vin had wanted to see it, so the next morning Mr.
Galvin had taken his son down to the inn just before
the scheduled time of departure.
He had been immediately impressed by the looks
of the Runabout. It wasn't anything like the most,
which were nothing more ·than rolling cigar boxes
and tin cans and made him think that they had been
built for the purpose of running down dogs and
small children. It most resembled a nicely built
carriage. The engine was completely contained in a
low box that ·made up the rear and mid sections of
the vehicle. The cushioned leather-covered seat was
situated on the foremost section of the box. The
floor extended out about two feet in front of the
seat and then slowly and stylishly curved up to form
the dash.
But the thing that impressed him the most was
that it started. He had seen a man crawling under a
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stalled auto dressed in his Sunday best while his wife
sat up top and near to died of embarrassment as the
locals passed by and hooted. And he had heard the
story of the family just last January that had frozen
to death when their auto died on a stretch of country road between Rochester and Buffalo. But the
driver had just come out, cranked her up climbed in
behind the tiller and then off he drove. '
S? when Mr. Galvin came to seriously consider
buymg an automobile, the Curved Dash Oldsmobile
Runabout was one that came to mind. And after a
few mon~hs of pricing and comparing, he found
that, to his way of thinking, there was nothing that
compared to the Olds, or to its five hundred and
thirty-seven dollar price tag.
So he had bought an Olds, and sold the horse the
same day. The automobile had been delivered
eighteen days later.
The Curved Dash was not in the stable now. The
day was sunny and dry, so Mr. Galvin had left the
auto parked by the curb in front of the house in
full view of the neighborhood.
'
Vin sat on the floor of the empty berth for what
he thought was ten minutes. By that time he knew
his father _wo_uld have started the paper ~nd would
not be thmking anymore about the dishes or Vin
helping with them.
Vin ran down the drive from the stable to the
corner of the house, the section where his mother
might have .looked up from the sink and seen him
out the kitchen window. He stopped at the corner
and rested there to catch his breath. Then he walked
along the side of the house, pressing close to it so
that anyone looking out of one of the windows over
his head would not see him. He slipped around the
next corner and then stopped again and leaned
against the front of the house.
He walked down the front lawn to the auto. He
took hold of the seat edge, pulled himself up and
climbed in.
Vin sat in the middle of the leather, cushioned
seat and bounced up and down on it. He rarely sat
in the seat. There was just barely room for three,
and when the family went out for a ride he would
sit on a blanket on the box in the back while his
sister rode between his parents in the front seat. He
s~retched out on his back and hung his feet over the
nght hand armrest. He reached into the pocket on
the front of the seat and pulled out the papers he
found.
. The Oldsmobile Manual was on top of the pile.
Vm pushed the other papers back into the pocket
and opened the booklet to the first page.
Congratulations! You are the proud, new owner of a
1902 Curved Dash Oldsmobile Runabout, a product of
the Olds Motor Works of Detroit, Michigan.
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This automobile has been designed with you, the
consumer in mind. It is the result of years of research and
testing, all aimed at bringing you the highest possible
quality at the price you can afford.
In a word, the Curved Dash Oldsmobile Runabout is
efficient. _It boasts an average top running speed of 14
mph and will run for five miles on just a little more than
a penny, under normal conditions.
This automobile has been designed to save you work
and worry. The body is mounted at a mere 24 inches off
the ground. The engine and gasoline tank are completely
enclosed. The starting crank is conveniently located on
the right at the operator's side. The engine is controlled
by a single lever at the operator's right, with which he
can stop, start, back and change speed of the vehicle at
will. Steering is done with the tiller, controlled by the left
hand.
Further instructions will be found on the following
pages. After a single day's operation we are sure you will
agree with one contented purchaser: "Might just as well
be out of the world as without an Oldsmobile."

Vin sat up and dropped the booklet to his left on
the sea~ next to him. He slid over to the right and
sat behmd the tiller. He took the tiller in his left
hand and grabbed the level in his right. He bounced
on the seat as he worked the tiller and made the
noises of a balky engine in his throat.
He expected to hear his father's voice call out
from the house, "Vin, are you fiddling with that
automobile?" but Mr. Galvin did not see him.
. Vin stopped bouncing. He knelt on the seat and
leaned over the arm rest. The crank handle was in its
lowest position. He couldn't reach it. He slid off the
seat to the floor and jumped from there to the
ground.
He stood facing the side of the auto and took the
crank handle in his left hand. He turned it to the
right. It would not move. He took hold with his
other hand and turned the crank to the left. It went
around; nothing happened.
Vin turned so that he was facing toward the front
of the auto. He took the handle in both hands and
started to crank, clockwise. Nothing happened.
He. cranked ~aster. The cylinder popped. Vin kept
crankmg, a bit faster than before. The engine
started.
He could barely climb back into the operator's
se_at ~th. the auto vibrating. He grasped the lever
with his nght hand and pulled back on it. It did not
move. He took it in both hands and yanked it. The
Curved Dash Oldsmobile Runabout rolled down the
street at 12 mph.
The Galvins lived three lots from the corner of
the block. As Vin passed the next-door neighbors
drive, he realized that he did not know which way
to push the tiller. He thought at first it must be like
a ·boat, and so he should push it to the left and then
he would go right around the corner. But then this

was an auto and not a boat but by this time he was
at the corner and he pushed the tiller right. The auto
turned, rather sharply, to the right and around the
corner.
The noise of the Oldsmobile starting woke Mr.
Galvin, but it was gone before he was awake enough
to recognize it. He didn't know why his first thought
was of the automobile. He decided it didn't matter,
really. What was important was that it had given him
an idea.
It was early yet and he thought it would be a fine
day to take the car out.
"Would you like to go out for a drive?" he said to
Mrs. Galvin, who had finished in the kitchen and
come to sit in the livingroom with her knitting.
"Why yes, that would be very pleasant." she
answered.
"Well then, call the children and put on your
bonnet and we '11 be off."
She rose to do so and Mr. Galvin went to the
front closet and took down his hat and coat. As he
slipped into his coat he looked out the front door at
the auto. It wasn't there.
Mr. Galvin dropped his hat and ran out the door
with his coat half on and flapping. He stopped at the
curb where the Olds had stood. It was definitely
gone.
The thought occurred to him that he must have
put it back in the stable. He calmed immediately
and started toward the drive. Still, it seemed rather
strange that he would imagine he had left the auto
out.
The doors of the stable were open, and from the
end of the drive he could see that the auto was not
there.
Mr. Galvin could not imagine who could have
done such a thing. He knew the best thing to do was
to call the police immediately. He turned and strode
toward the house.
Then he heard the auto. It had rounded the
corner some time before and had passed by the time
he turned toward the street. He reached the curb as
it turned again at the corner, and he could tell by
the operator's size that it was a youngster ; some
young vandal that had stolen his property for a
joy-ride. He would have the police here in a minute
and have that hoodlum off to jail.
It then struck him that a thief wouldn't be driving
the auto around the block, no matter how young or
inexperienced he was. It only remained that the
operator must be one of the neighborhood boys. He
regretted that he had parked in front of the house
and provided such a temptation. Mr . Galvin was
willing to take that much of the blame, but he
would insist to the boy's parents that he be disciplined.
It was not long before the Olds appeared from

around the corner. Mr. Galvin had stationed himself
at the curb. He raised his arms and waved them as a
signal the boy should stop. He noticed that the car
was traveling at almost full speed and that it was not
slowing down. He kept waving. Then he noticed that
the operator was waving back. The auto began to
veer to the left and the hand dropped.
As the auto sped by him for the second time Mr.
Galvin recognised Vin, sitting behind the tiller and
gripping it with both hands.
He watched it turn the corner and then counted
the houses on that side of the block; three: Wilsons',
Bennets', then Taylors'. Around the corner and Vin
would be passing Bradys', the red brick two-story,
Cavenaughs', Millers', the green shingled, Thompsons', Johnsons' and around that corner, past the
Methodist Church and the minister's house and by
Hopkin's Corner Store.
Vin had barely turned the corner before his father
yelled
"Vincent, you will stop that automobile immediately."
At that distance Vin couldn't make out what his
father was saying over the noise of the engine. He
was sure he was saying something, though, because
he could see that his father was standing with his
hands on his hips. The only other time Vin ever saw
him do that was when Mr. Galvin came out in the
front yard to call him in to supper.
"What?" Vin yelled as he passed his father.
Mr. Galvin cupped his hands to his mouth and
screamed, "Stop it."
Vin wasn't quite sure exactly what his father had
said, but he had a good idea from the tone of his
voice what it was he wanted.
He wasn't quite sure how to stop the auto, and he
wanted to do it right with his father watching. He
waiting until he turned onto, the long side of the
block, then he moved his right hand from the tiller
to the lever. He pushed forward on the lever. It did
not move.
He let go of the tiller and pushed at the level with
both hands. It didn't budge and the auto swerved
toward the curb. He grabbed the tiller and pulled
the auto back onto its path in time to turn the
corner.
Vin started yelling before he was on his street.
"Can 't stop can't stop can't stop can't stop can't
stop ... "
Mr. Galvin· started running as the car passed him .
He stayed even with the rear wheel for twenty
yards, and then with a burst of speed pulled even
with Vin in the operator's seat. It was at that moment he realized that there was nothing on the
Curved Dash Oldsmobile Runabout which he could
grab in order to pull himself in. He stopped.
Vin had stopped yelling as his father pursued the
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auto, but seeing him drop back he screamed once
more "I can't stop," and turned the corner.
Mr. Galvin raised his hands to his mouth and
yelled after him, "Well then ride 'er, boy."
Carol Yeckel

The pane was cracked, but still the sun shone in
And spread its warmth in wide, misshapen squares
upon the carpet in my father's den.
And sinking into leather covered chairs
My parents sat relaxed and watched the blaze
With half forgotten thoughts of long past days.
My father's feet were propped up on the stool;
A book was in his lap; his pipe laid near.
My brother fed the fire with its fuel
And sat to watch the fire as it seared
The bark off of the newly added wood,
And I watched all of them from where I stood.
The dog was lying at full length beside
The chair my father sat in, just to stay
In easy patting distance from each side.
For Mother was there, too, to catch the rays
Of sunny afternoons so she could knit.
So was it them, and now alone I sit.

The Craftsman
He carries boards against his belly
And hefts the weight of a former pine tree
To stuff the hungry spinning jaw of the saw.
With precision grey eyes and unshakable hands
He guides the once-round into straight-lined planks.
The calculated motion of a hammer-wielding arm
Pounds nails to join lumber
That was joined before.
After he plugs the blemishes
The sandpaper hands lock with sandpaper
To scrape away unevenness.
Stealing the color of the rich walnut
He disguises the pauper pine
And seals the wealth
In a vault of varnish.
Then, revealing sweat-ringed underarms,
He wipes the sawdust dandruff from his fore head
And moves bac.k to survey
That which he has wrought.
Joan Kacewich
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The Highway

In the Den

The window is still cracked as it was then,
But other things have changed with me and them.
I wandered off to travel, while in the den
My family stayed. I thought I was the same,
Yet all of the familiar joy is gone,
And I must go with memories alone.
Mary Gustin

Remember Pizza?
Remember 42nd Street Pizza?
Remember 42nd Street New York City King of Pizza?
It was good.
$1.15 for three slices and a coke.
The guy behind the counter said to you
"Hey beautiful" in Italian
And I felt proud.
The fuzzy old black man turned up the juke box
When the Rascals played.
We danced in front of the "No Dancing Allowed" sign.
You bought me an "I'm Looking For Trouble" button.
Remember Pizza?
I was in my prime that night.
Kenneth Lobb

Three AM. The line of reflectors
rise up the hill, orange embers
that wisp into darkness on the curve.

The Body
Such a face this spring!
blue skinned
-fish nibbled
-hair and water swaying
in leisurely motions,
the top
of your matted head
bobbing up and down
up and down;
the converging half moons
of your arms
eclipsed
at the point of entwined fingers:
you had nothing
to clutch
as you went down, utterly empty,
water spitting
through your nose,
instead of air,
threading back
to the sea.
Such an image
could scatter
my brains
but you are
neither apparition
nor dream.
No explanation,
only the fact
of your presence:
eyes closed
in a meditation
that has fixed you
in your proper plane
-just below
the surface;
here lies the common tune,
one smooth motion
of silence and form
so that when the hooks
grapple flesh
up
from the blue depths
that face is not interrupted
in its placid deterioration.
Steve Mancinelli

An occasional green spark marks
an overpass ahead, translucent
amid the unstarred morning.
On the incline momentum slows.
The web-cracked window mirrows the dash lights
where only my hands are visible,
a pale green reading of a cold engine,
but its strain feels like the falling snow.
If I close my eyes, then open them slowly,
so slowly, my numb flesh would see
how flesh would end:
elements mingling with the black.
The car fish-tails on a patch of ice, then regains momentum.
Opening the window to January
fails to revive, time stiffens blue
and there is frost on my gloves.
Ahead, the summit is an open gate of darkness.
I've outrun my headlights, dimmed and burnt out
-cohesive elements break down and dissolve.
And I'm at a stand still,
all still points rush past me.
I turn into a spin in time to straighten out,
missing the exit ramp-the overpass
-a point of departure.
Far down the hillside the red reflectors swerve.
Road signs glare ignominiously in the beams.
I squeeze the blue cold from my fingers
and slide into the motion of downhill speed.
Steve Mancinelli
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To the Wax Lady

Votivskirche at Evening

Mending Sam

Lady, is there still water in your ears?
The Falls rush steamy cold behind your eyes'
Waxy-hardened-warm. Do they still come here
To take your photograph and leave for flies
Their sticky wrappers sweet with salt and oil?
There are wrappers at your feet. Blood and
Hair, bent-broken boards, stones and nails, also.
Your face flushed, like the face of a woman
Who's just scrubbed a floor. Like the flushed-faced eyes
Which slide from floor and stick beyond window
Just for a moment. I have seen your face.
I know it. Someday, perhaps, I will go
Over those Falls, too. In a barrel. Yes,
Alone.

There are no black-draped nuns to bow
and lay long shadows on the eastern wall.
They are gone; the same-shaped darkness falls
from mahogany pewsides, soft edged now
through seven centuries grasp in genuflection.
Door drafts, echoing, suggest the long dead
sisters' rustling veils, as they kneel to chanted
Easter homilies of resurrection.
The deep dome curves could gather and reflect
a solitary whispered prayer of penance
into tones of congregated resonance.
In the cathedral at evening one does not expect
the chance of solitude: amid incense
and flame the images res,ound the presence.

I glued Sam's left eye in,
and stuck his moustache down.
Now Sam is whole againonce more a panda clown.

Coleen Maloney

Carol Yeckel

She Has Left Home
Someone, yes there is
someone
who doesn't need her teddy bear;
who left him behind
for lack of space in a backpack
(or so she said, upon arriving).
Cigarette hanging from sweaty lip,
she dug through that pack
recounting a summer of
oil paintings,
aborted flirtations,
books discoveredcontinually unpacking
she showed me a dress
from old grandmother drapes.
Knick-knacks, photos,
sneakers and socks fell to floor of
new-home found;
deodorant, talc, and facepaints were dumped
from the inside pickets..
Out rolled the teddy bear's eyeshe laughed and wondered how
it had gotten there.

I love the dead stillness of sub-zero weather.
They say in the cold of a Canadian winter night
you can hear an ax chop six miles away.
Well, in the first hour of a Michigan September
I could hear a train whistle from six
blocks.
I'm gettin' there.
Daryl Johnson

The autumn clouds were clenched with rain and storm.
Midwest fiat fields gave no excuse to crash
Swelling billows, find cloud's relief, be torn
With white electric shocks and lightning lash.

Adelaide Whitehouse

The monarchs stopped their flight thru Kansas air,
Sought shelter under boughs with wings wrapped tight.
Paused migration south for a winter fair,
Their antennas felt the forecast that night.
Then the clouds formed their burden in a swirl,
Bending limbs protecting the butterflies.
The first spike of lightning started to hurl,
Having found a landing between some eyes.
The poi1lt pierced the tiny creature's frame there,
Then the others died, too much sound to bear.
Daryl Johnson
eight '

Whenever Jimmy comes over

l
J

Jim kept insisting My dad's stronger
Maybe but my dad works longer
He looked in the barn and there he saw proof
a mountain of straw piled high as the roof
What a wondrous walloping we could get for
parachuting down to straw the enemy shore.
Hit the beeeeach!
Sinking down deep to a dark jungle land
where Rover's a lion and straw is quicksand.

I take Sam to bed with me,
and squeeze him very tight.
Sam is my securitynow I sleep at night.
I glued his eye in crooked,
sat him up against the wall;
now Sam just looks at me
while facing towards the hall.
His moustache is slightly crooked;
it tilts up at his ear.
I've never seen a Teddy Bear
with such a lecherous leer!
Sarajane

Quick rolldown this hillside he shoved me hard
I'll try to deliver and you keep me covered
remember we worked hard for this microfilm
if anyone comes near it you kill'em.
Mission Accomplished aaahhhh Watchout!
a saber-tooth calico is roaming about
pick up your spear ssshh don 't make such a fuss
We better track it before it gets us.
THERE $Omething moved oh it's justacat.
here Jim I'll hide and you seek how's that?
Tarzan King of jungle climb vine to see
one two three. on Hey Look At Me
Me Tarzan swing from tree to tree
nyah nnyyaah I'm free in free freeeee
Mary Pyle
nine
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Storm Winds in Late Summer
Storm winds
through window screens
rush face and fiicker candle,
weight papers with alarm clocks,
blow scurryings behind screens under roofs,
pushing the late summer evening out,
into the hallway.
Coleen Maloney

Necropolis
Iron beams like blackened bones
stand stark and smouldering against the moonlit sky
No one inhabits this city now
Dead philosophies exist only in ignorance
for the Knight of Cups has travelled here
with the Hanged Man
Only Fools and Empresses pilgrimage to this place
of sorrow and desolation.
Scott Lenheiser

Brothers

The Lawn Mower's Judgment
Orders sprout orders:
Arms of churning blades tear a
Violet patch, purging earth of rank
Stamen and pistol. Organic fertilizerPlowed under, waiting seed.
Hacked petals, oozing
Stems turn under like so many
Jews is assigned ditches awaiting the solemn
Reburial by scrupulous shovels of time.
• Steve Mancinelli
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Amu slid his little skiff onto the shore where his
father and brothers were mending the village fishing
net. In the little village, fish was the main diet. Once
a year, the gods sent great schools of fish (or Haiku)
near the Island. This fishing festival, or Hukilau as it
was called, was a time of hard work and feasting.
Only the strongest men and older boys could lower
and lift the heavy net. The younger boys, like Amu,
were sea scouts who reported on the movement of
the Haiku which, salted and stored, kept the village
eating in slack seasons. The first 'catch' of the Kukilau would be celebrated with a feast to thank the
'aumakuas' or guardian spirits who sent the catch.
Then they would send many more. At the feast, the
chief would present the best-all-around in the games.
This boy would then take his place as a young man
with the others at the net. Amu had practiced hard
during the slack season. His brothers teased him
about it but he knew that they were proud of him.
It was a good feeling.
"Amu," yelled Bahob, the eldest, "where were
you when the work started?"

Cooma, the second son, nudged his brother,
"Look at him. He is. too smart to get caught like the
rest of us. He comes back when the work is almost
finished."
"Now boys," intervened Neha, their father,
"Amu will do his share tomorrow when he 'scouts
the school' for us. He will have his hands full taking
Keena with him."
"Must I take Keena all day, father?" asked Amu
carefully. "It will be a long sit for one so young.
"We will see when we stop for the noon meal, but
if he wishes to continue, we must allow him to.
Soon he must take over the work of scout while you
join your brothers and me at the net." Neha's pride
in his son was showing. "There, the net is finished.
It will be put to the test tomorrow. How does it
look out there, Amu?"
"The 'noio' birds have not yet concentrated-the
school must still be distant. I saw a few dolphins and
sharks. Otherwise it was calm. I will go out again
before dark. Then I will know more."
"Very good, Amu. You are a fine scout. Keena
will have a good teacher."
Amu flushed under his father's praise. He loved
the sea, especially at sunset, and waited eagerly each
year for this 'Hukilau'. Amu was glad that his father
trusted him to take the skiff out near dark.
After the evening meal, Amu paddled his skiff
onto the clear, calm sea. He leaned over the side to
watch an eel wiggling through the water close to the
bottom. A sea anemone, the rose of the sea, glowed
in the dark water. Amu teased the anemone by
stirring the water with his hand. Lost in the drama
on the bottom, Amu didn't notice a jelly fish drifting toward him. The beautiful jelly fish was a deadly
visitor-a sting from its entangling tentacles could
cripple a man. Seaweed hit the dangling tentacles as
they drifted closer to Amu's hand.
A cloud darkened the water and Amu could no
longer see the bottom. He looked at the sky nervously-a storm would be disaster for the start of
the festival. Then he saw the jelly fish. Amu shuddered. Although he could have killed it, he felt that
the sea and he were brothers. He would not harm a
member of his brother's family unless in self-defense
or for food. He alone felt this strongly and had been
the brunt of much teasing because of it.
Amu looked away from the jelly fish to the frolic
of the dolphins. He loved the playful creatures and
had often ridden on their backs. Tonight their play
meant something wonderful. They had been
chosen long ago by the 'aumukuas' to lead the
great schools. Their presence was welcome, also,
because they protected the fishers from the sharks
who fed on the migrating Haiku.
Elsa was a female dolphin Amu had once helped

out of a fish net. She had been hurt and Amu had
cared for her until she could swim away with her
kind. She had always been the first to greet him but
this year she had not yet appeared.
Amu turned his skiff and paddled for shore-the
fishing would start early tomorrow.
Amu and his family were up before daylight. His
father and brothers were busy putting the floats
which steadied the big net in place. Each man of the
village had his own job at which he became a professional. Usually, the rest of the village worked with
him under his supervision, but for this important
day, only the best worksmanship would do. There
was no room for the mistakes that could occur
"under supervision". Neha and his sons were the
best.
Esta, Amu's mother, was making preparations
too-for the cleaning of the 'haiku'. For this job
only the sharpest knife would do. She was also
preparing the noon meal so she would not need to
stop to prepare it later.
Amu and Keena had been up earlier than the
others readying the skiff for the long day ahead.
Thus early had begun Keena's lessons. The sail could
not be used lest the wind carry the skiff out to sea.
The skiff had to be oiled against water leakage and
provisions had to be taken for emergencies. A sharp
knife and much rope could be used against shark or
to open the net if a turtle was somehow caught. Net
and man he could rip with his sharp teeth and claws.
There was much to be done. Amu longed for the
open sea as he carefully explained the care and use
of each item to his brother. The fishing could start
only after the sun rose. The off-shore waters were
dangerous when one could not see where he was
stepping. Amu felt it was fairer to the sea life if they
had a chance to see what was coming.
At last, the skiff was ready and the brothers
returned to the house for breakfast. The other villagers were beginning to awaken. They didn't believe
in Amu's scouting excellence as his father did. Amu
knew that the first wave of 'haiku' would come very
early. He planned to be ready.
Esta gave her son a bundle of food and a gourd of
water for the day. It promised to be hot. Amu could
feel a storm in the air and it made him uneasy. His
brother, the sea, was crazed and violent in the hands
of the storm wind. There was no physical indication
of the storm today-the sun was shining, the sky was
clear and a gentle breeze was blowing from the east.
The storm, Amu felt, would come from the west.
Finally, it was time to begin. Since the net was
very heavy, even with so many holding it, the men
would not go in the water until Amu or another
scout, signaled them by blowing a large triton shell
horn.
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As an older scout, Amu would float farthest out
to give the men time to place the big net. Scarcely
had Amu dropped anch,pr when he saw the first
school approaching. The other scouts, still on their
way out, would have a hard time among the 'kauku'.
Amu hastely signaled the shore.
The men dragged the net into chest deep water.
The net, shaped into a semi-circle, was totally under
water and stretched halfway across the channel separating the island and its protecting reef. Other
villagers, boys not yet old enough to scout and men
weakened by age, would drive the 'haiku' into the
net, using 'Ti' branches. Some 'haiku' would escape
over the top of the submerged net. "We must not be
greedy, else there would one day be no 'haiku',"
Neha had often explained. The men would lower the
net at the start of the run and raise it again when the
net was full to allow the rest of the school to pass.
Then they would empty the net on shore and await
another signal. The women gutted and split the
'haiku', soaked them in salt water and laid them on
long grass covered racks to dry. The unusable parts
were to be thrown back to the sea at the end of the
festival. It was believed that this would help the sea
replenish the taken 'haiku' for the next year. The
drying process took several weeks. When dried the
'haiku' were placed in a central storage house for
each family to use as was needed.
Amu cautioned his brother to sit in the bottom of
the boat when the wave of 'haiku' hit lest he be
thrown out. Keena was excited but he did as Amu
said. As the first wave hit, Keena clutched the sides
of the skiff which rocked like a crazy thing in the
colorful tide of near-surface 'haiku'. One large one
became tangled in Amu's anchor rope and dragged
the skiff several yards before it pulled free. The
shore was covered by glistening, flopping 'haiku' and
fully half of the school had been allowed to swin on
to its destination.
Amu reassured his brother and began to teach
him the signs of 'haiku'-a concentration of 'Noio'
birds, ripples of foam on the water, dolphins leading
the way. He also pointed out the different animals
of the sea especially the dangerous ones.
Although Amu saw the next tide of 'haiku' ~irst,
he waited to see if Keena would note the signs.
Keena saw the school a few minutes later. Amu
grinned and handed him the signal. Keena signaled
the fishers excitedly. On shore Neha smiled, "It's
Keena's first school," he said proudly.
·
At noon, the scouts and fishers gathered to eat.
Keena was bubbling about "his" catch and did not
want to stay on shore after the meal. Amu paddled
out to the same spot and began teaching Keena
more about the sea. Keena couldn't concentrate-he
was. getting tired. Finally Amu smiled. "Enough
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lessons for today," he said. He stared out to sea and
began to sing softly. Keena tried to stay awake but
failed utterly. He woke only when Amu lifted him
from the skiff at night. He was angry at himself but
soon forget it in the excitement of the feast.
There was music and dancing while everyone ate
until he was ready to burst. Amu didn't eat much:
he didn't want to be burdened down. He could eat
afterward.
Keena was in a corner bragging about HIS school
of 'haiku'.
"Yes, you were wonderful until you fell asleep,"
laughed one of his friends. Keena scowled and ran
after him, rubbing his face in the sand. Thus a wild
game of tag started.
Cooma was still eating. He could out-eat anyone
in the village. "His future wife had better be a good
cook and his door wide," one of Esta's friends said
to her. Esta laughed and agreed.
Bahob and Enda, a neighbor girl, were talking by
the trees. When she ran away, Bahob looked for her
father. "It's about time," Esta thought.
The games!-running, jumping, throwing and
catching a thrown spear, tossing a heavy rock great
distances and throwing a 'piikoi' ( two pieces of rope
fastened at the middle for a handle with balls of lava
on the ends that when thrown correctly wraps itself
about the legs of a fleeing animal or the neck of an
enemy). These were very good tests for strong boys
entering manhood.
Amu and Oma, his best friend, were tied when
they came to the final test-the race. The winner
would fish with the men the next day. The villagers
lined the race course. This would be a straight race
down and back. Amu and Oma lined up. There were
others running but the race was really between these
two.
'Crack' and the race was on. Amu and Oma were
running far ahead of the others when they rounded
the turn. As they came toward the line, the din
became so loud that Amu could not hear himself
think. Closer, closer-Oma was panting in Amu's ear.
More speed, he needed more speed. As he started to
pull away from Oma, the evening sea breeze fanned
his hot face. A whisper on the wind caught his
attention. His heart was pounding in his ears and as
he hesitated to hear, Oma passed him. Amu ran
faster than before and caught Oma 1/2 step past the
finish line. Oma had won. The tired racers flopped
to the ground.
Amu was very disappointed but Oma didn't know
it when he panted "Send me a good catch, Amu ".
Amu replied, "Do not worry, Oma. I will send
you so many catches that you will wish to be with
me in the scouting boats."
Coo ma and Keena helped Amu to his feet. "Good

try, Amu," said Cooma, but Keena looked up at his
brother and whispered, "Why did you hesitate to
pass him?" Amu didn't answer, thinking about what
the sea was trying to tell him. His stomach knotted
ever so slightly.
The feast ended late that night. Amu went to bed
early. "It was a disappointment to lose," Neha explained to those who asked.
Amu slept fitfully dreaming of the whisper. He
woke early and was ready to fish before the others
were awake. "The fishing will be good today," he
told them.
·
Keena · was disagreeable and out-of-sorts. The
afternoon nap the day before had allowed him to
stay up longer than was good for him. Amu fought
with Keena all morning. Much · of what had been
mastered the day before had to be done again and
agam.
Late in the morning, a cool wind tousled Amu's
hair. He scanned the sky with anxious eyes. The
wind had shifted to the west during the night and
now was steadily gaining strength. A cloud bank on
the horizon confirmed the storm's approaching. Amu
knew that those within the shelter of the reef would
not believe him if he warned them now but he could
see that the storm was coming fast.
Today Amu was far beyond the reef. A few other
scouts saw the approaching storm and were also
paddling for shore. The others were within easy
range of shelter on both sides of the reef.
Amu pulled in anchor and cautioning Keena to
look for 'haiku' began to paddle for shore. Keena
soon tired of looked for 'haiku'. They were just
within the reef channel when Amu called to Keena
to signal the fishers and other scouts of the approaching storm.
"No, I want to paddle for a while. You signal
them," he said.
"We have no time to argue-take the paddle and
keep the skiff steady while I signal," said Amu
sharply. Neha had seen Amu's skiff coming and was
watching nervously. Amu quickly signaled. The
other scouts began paddling for shore.
"Give me the paddle, Keena. The storm is coming

faster than you can paddle," Amu commanded.
Keena resisted. Finally as he stood to hold the
paddly over Amu's head, a wave caught the skiff and
Keena fell into the water. Amu grabbed the paddle
as Keena fell. "Hold on, Keena. I'll tow you in,"
Amu shouted. The shouting drew the attention of
those of shore. Streaks of lightning lit the everdarkening sky.
Taking his eyes from Keena a moment, Amu
measured the distance to shore-then he saw it-the
dorsal fin of a shark. Keena followed his brother's ·
eyes. He dropped the paddle with a cry and began to
swim to the boat.
"He'll never make it in this water," Amu thought.
The skiff trembled as Amu dove. The shark was
coming-Amu's strong arms reached and pulled
Keena through the rough water. They reached the
side of the skiff. Amu threw Keena into it and
grabbed the knife. If he tried to get in the skiff, it
would tip-Keena could not counterbalance his
weight.
"No, Amu," screamed Keena, "Amu, the jelly
fish, the jelly fish!"
Amu saw it over his shoulder-he also saw the
shark.
"Sit down, Keena!" he yelled above the thunder
and wind as he ducked under the waves. The shark,
speeding for Amu, hit the side with force. Amu, on
the other side, kept it from tipping over. Then again
he dove. The shark was stunned briefly and Amu
meant to do what he could while the shark was
vulnerable.
Keena hadn't seen Amu surface on the other side.
Suddenly convulsions shook the shark and blood
stained the water. The already rocking skiff almost
tipped over . .Keena threw himself to the other side
to steady it. Now it was filling with water-the
shark's writhings had cracked it.
"Amu, Amu," Keena screamed. "Amu, answer
me!" The jelly fish was drifting closer. Amu came
up for air, shaking the hair out of his eyes, as the
shark charged. The jelly fish moved between them.
Suddenly the shark bent sharply in the middle. It
no sooner straightened than was bent again. It
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slowly rolled over on its side. The waves carried it
away from Amu. A jagged fork of lightning streaked
from the heavens. Amu knew it wasn't safe in the
water. "Elsa," he called weakly. The dolphin swam
to him and laid her neck on his shoulder. Amu
caught hold of the dolphin's fin and allowed her to
tow him to the skiff.
"Throw your weight to the other side, Keena.
Elsa will help me on this side." Keena obeyed and
Amu pulled himself onto Elsa's back and from there
fell into the skiff. The wind flicked salty spray into
his face.
"Amu?" whispered Keena.
"I'm all right, Keena. Did we lose anything?"
"Just the spare paddle-I could not hold it."
"Never mind, Keena. The rope's still here, isn't it?
Tie one end to the bow. Then make a loop in the
other end and give it to Elsa."
Keena obeyed although he wondered what good
it would do. The storm-whipped waves were bearing the little skiff closer to the jagged coral reef.
There the skiff would be held until the waves battered it to pieces and cast the brothers onto the
sharp, merciless coral. When Keena held the loop
over the water, Elsa grabbed it and began swimming
for shore, towing the skiff behind her. Keena
watched for a moment as she leapt the ever-growing
waves, then turned to his brother. The pool in the
bottom of the skiff was red, now. "Amu, you ARE
hurt! What happened?"
"The shark caught me with his tail when I knifed
him. He was struggling so hard that I couldn't come
µp ... The bandages are at the sterm."
Keena helped his brother tie up his gashed arm.
He had just finished as Elsa made a sharp turn
freeing herself and sending the now low-lying skiff
into shallow water. The dark skies sent a few drops
of rain into Keena's face as he watched Elsa swim
back to the deep water.
Cooma reached the skiff first. He lifted an unconscious Amu out of the skiff and handed him to Neha
as soon as he reached the shore. The crowd followed
Neha to his house. Keena looked back-the wild sea
was now just a sheet of rain lit by forked fire and
accompanied by thunder.
A few days later Amu was laying on the beach
watching the fishing. He was still too weak to go out
even to scout. The festival would be over today.
Tqmorrow, life would settle back into its routine.
Keena had refused to leave Amu and was coming
from the house with water.
· "The festival feast will start early tonight," Keena
said.
"Yes, the sea has been good to us. This was one
of the best seasons we have had," replied Amu.
"Yes, and the sea has been good to you. The sea
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knows its brother. You would never kill unless you
had to so your brothers of the sea come to aid you
against the evil of the sea when your family of the
land could not. You must be very special to it,
Amu."
"Kindness is always repaid-Leave me for a while,
Keena. I will be all right."
Amu lay watching the boats bobbing on the
waves. He got to his feet and shakily walked to the
cove where Elsa usually waited for him ... she had
waited as long as she could. Amu could see her
jumping the waves as she joined the others. "Thank
you, Elsa," he called. "Thank the jelly fish for me."
Amu watched until he could see her no more.
That evening the final feast began. Amu sat with
Cooma who was still eating. The chief called to the
people.
"I am tired. I think I will go back, now," Amu
whispered to his brother.
"Amu," said the chief. Amu turned. "You demonstrated a few days ago that you were ready to
take your place with the men of this village, even
though you lost the race which would have assured
it. The following day, you proved that readiness
again when you dove to protect your brother from
· the shark. Even though the fight will lead to your
inability to fish this season, I hereby proclaim that
that place with the men of this village is open to
you. Henceforth, you shall be given the responsibilities and privileges of a man."
Amu stood, not comprehending for a long minute. "Thank you, sir," he said finally. "But I did
nothing. Had it been left to me, my brother and I
might have perished. The dolphin and the jelly fish
were the ones who saved us, not I. I do not think
that the glory should go to me. I am a sea scout,
reading the sea's secrets and thoughts. I wish to
continue to be its scout for as long as it wants me."
"Although rather unusual, it shall be as you wish,
Amu, but you still have proven your readiness for
manhood. It is not success which made you a man,
but rather your courage in staying in the water to
protect your brother. That took a man's courage."
Some days later, the young man, Amu, set his
cracked skiff to the wind.
"Amu, where are you? There is work to be
done," called Bahob.
"He is there," laughed Cooma," with his feet
surrounded by water, running before the wind and
leaving us with all of the work. You know, I do not
blame him at all."
Amu, far from shore, turned his eyes to the north
where he could see the dolphins playing. He coasted
over the water to join them. They greeted him as a
brother come back to the sea.

Mary Weston

The Artist
On the day of the Vernal Equinox
we praised Picasso in class.
They thought be was God.
Pablo died by April 8th.
Whether rose or blue, the papers didn't say
what bis complexion was,
or if his pose was cubistic.
Did be have two eyes on the
left side of his face?
I think that would have made him God.
Daryl Johnson

Grandfather reads zane grey at high noon
in yellow straw chair beneath tree's shade,
a page or two then nods.
a page or two then nods, while
soft air moves the plot.
a thirst, a gallop, a shot he awakes,
be is no longer under the shade
bot is bot, a wasted line?
clouds astray play with somber sun
glazing down on glossy white makes forehead frown,
be strains to see, but words on page.
sticky pants beg for air
and forgotten throat asks of lemonade
where is there ice, little the difference.
from western sky clouds amass
chasing those preferring play,
though too heavy to catch so light.
"it looks like rain"
fading light tires bis read.
tomorrow can bring next chapter
or day after, be knows the end
or day after, be goes inside.
Grandfather am i to read zane grey?

The Bottle

Michael Kincheloe

With simple dignity
it stands upon the shelf
A clear reflection in the mirror-glass
The level of warming brown liquor is smooth and calm
An offer to share its contents
it the most friendly of all gestures
Generosity with such commodities
surpasses all others save loyalty.

Truth lingered by the walk
and waited up for me
yet I in hurry
passed her bythis silence
grows in me

Scott Lenheiser

Christopher Atwood
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